P4-7 Offline Homework Suggestions Term 3 2019/20
Homework suggested on this page is additional to the work being set on Google Classroom during
the period of school closure due to Covid19. These ideas are intended for children who have limited
access to our online learning, or who may be looking for extra tasks to keep busy with whilst at
home.

Literacy







Keep a journal of how you are spending your time at home. Try to update it regularly so it
can be an accurate record of this historic time!
Write stories of your choice. They could be free choice, fantasy, futuristic, mystery –
whatever you like! Try to write in paragraphs of 4-5 sentences with capital letters and full
stops. Remember to include some wow words and ask an adult to check your spelling.
Make a list of interesting words that you read / hear / learn with their meaning.
Read! Read! Read! Try to do some reading every day.
Learn your spelling list – what active ways can you think of to learn the words in your list?

Maths








This term we are focusing on learning about Time, Money and Maths Word Problems.
Practice reading the time on clocks in your house. Make a note of times on an analogue
clock and on a digital clock throughout the day.
Set up some ‘minute to win it’ challenges. Use a timer to test how many times you can do
something in 60 seconds.
Use a bus / train / ferry timetable to plan an outing that you would like to do when things
return to normal. Include what time you will need to leave, arrive and return.
If you don’t have some real coins and notes to practice with, make yourself some money.
How many different ways can you make same amounts?
Set up a pretend shop to practice paying (adding amounts) and giving change.
Ask a grown up to make up some Maths Word Problems for you that include adding,
subtracting, multiplication, division (or a mixture). For example: If one packet of sweets costs
£1.20, how much would it cost to buy 5 packets? If your friend wanted to buy half of the
sweets, how much would they need to pay you?

Other Areas of Learning











Do some art or craft using materials you have in the house or garden.
Listen to some music, write a journal entry about how it made you feel, what you liked
about it, instruments you can hear.
Make a list of how people in our community might need help during this time of social
distancing? Who is helping them and how? Can you think of something you could do to be
helpful at home?
Do a project to learn as much as you can about a different country and the people who live
there. Think about what language they speak, food they eat, traditions and celebrations.
What is the country like? Cities? Landmarks? Animals? How is it different to Scotland?
Do a project about our local area. Present information on different places to live, work and
relax as well as any interesting places to visit.
Think about a job that you might like to do in the future and make a poster about it. Learn as
much as you can about it. What training or skills would you need to do the job? What sorts
of things would you have to do each day?
Keep a diary of how you are keeping active whilst at home. What exercise are you doing?
Have you learnt a new skill? How could you improve your fitness?

